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BREAKOUT HOSTS GUIDE

1. Own the tone! 
○ SMILE J
○ Model the response you want your region to have!
○ If you’re not the official host, you can still carry the atmosphere with your response!

2. Plan ahead
○ As much as possible, plan what your breakout will do
○ Prepare a few extra activities just in case you have extra time 

3. Engage everyone 
○ Your breakout may determine if visitors or members come back!
○ Direct questions so everyone gets a chance to talk



ANNEX



THINGS YOU COULD DO

1. Pass The Pen
○ Suitable for 16 pax or less
○ Have one person screen record and organise an object to be “passed” through the screen 

to everyone.
○ Rehearse once before recording for real!

2. Form A Letter
○ Suitable for 16 pax or less
○ Organise everyone to form an alphabet.
○ Take a screenshot!



THINGS YOU COULD DO

3. One Round Thanksgiving/Expectations For Service
○ Suitable for any number
○ Say what you’re thankful for, then sabo someone else and let them sabo someone else and 

the cycle goes on

4. Hangman
○ Suitable for any number
○ Allow one person (or the service leader) to use the whiteboard function (on zoom)
○ Get someone to choose a topic
○ Service leader/game host choose a word and get everybody to either shout the letters they 

want to buy or type in the chat



THINGS YOU COULD DO

5. Kahoot
○ Suitable for any number
○ This has to be pre-planned, or use the already made ones!
○ Can use this to make announcements! (E.g. which is the correct link to give? Or what 

workshops do we have?)
○ OR a regional trivial (E.g. test about ARML, which year we won WTN, etc)

6. Everybody Stretch Together
○ This might be really funny to watch LOL
○ Just randomly get everybody to stand and stretch




